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Prefa.-,e

This report contains the results of my efforts to develop and de-

scribe a relatively fast and reasonably accurate computer code designed

to simulate time-dependent, high-pressure shock propagation through

a gas or solid. The most important result of my 'work is the one-dimen-

sional. hydrodynamnic-computer code HUFF that I developed, I have tried

to present a complete description of the derivation of the model, the

assumptions made, and the steps necessary to define and solve problems

using the code here at AFIT. I made an extensive effort to provide a

simple and flexible program so that HUFF could be used in whole or in

part in solving related problems in the future.

There are many people to whom I am indebted and would like to

( thank. First, I would like to thank Captain Clarence Anderson for pro-

viding me with numerous references and extensive background to begin~

my work. I would also like to _thank zmy advisor, Major George H. Nickel.,

for his helps guidance, and encouragement during the research period.

patience, love, and understandinig throughout the period of this work.

David J. Peters
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Abstract

ilUFF is a one-dimennional Lagranglan hydrodynamics cooputer code

developed from the basic principles of mass, momentum, and energy con-

servation for strong shock propagation in a solid or gas. Two equa-

tions of state are used - the adiabatic ideal gas law with a variable

gamma and the Gruneisen solid equation of state with a constant

Gruneisen ratio. The Richtmyer and Itrtan difference equations for

strong shocks are used on a spatial mesn composed of up to 100 cells.

Results for two problems are presented which show tho usefulness and

limitations of the code and also serve as sample problems. The resultb

of a one kiloton nuclear explosion are compared to the Nuclear Blast

Standard (lKT). The results were within 13 percert for shock over-

( pressure and overdensity, 5 percent for shock material velocity, and

2 percent for shock position over a range of 20 meters to 2 kilometers

from the burst point. The larger deviations occurred at early times

being attributed to an absence of radiation transport calculations in

the code. The second problem, a megabar compression of uranium, shows

agreement within two percent for all parameters (peak shock pressure,

density, material velocity and shock velocity) when compared with the

Rankine-Hug.-niot compression curves. The equation of state for a solid

was limited to calculations below 100 megabars due to its simplicity

and constant value for the Gruneisen ratio. A complete users guide

and program listing are also provided.

Ii'C

C viii
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HUFF, A ONE-DIMENSIONAL

HYDRODYNAMICS CODE FOR

STROI4C S11OCKS

I. Introduction

One of the primary effects of low altitude nuclear weapon deto-

nations is the development and propagation of strong shock waves.

Large computer codes have been developed to accurately describe the

development and propagation of shock waves in air and in solids (Ref

10%1). These computer codns generally require large computer storage

and lo=g computation times.

In 1975, Clarence L. Anderson developed a computer program based

on conservation of mass, momentum, and energy to calculate hydrodynamic

shock propagation in solids and in air. Anderson's program used a

course spatial mesh (100 cells) with a rezoning capability and some

simplifying assumptions to develop a less accurate but more simple

operating code (Ref 1:1). The results of Anderson's work was encouraging

and lead to the development of HUFF.

The primary purpose of this thesis was to develop a simple, stable

school use hydrodynamic computer code based on conservation principles

and including appropriate simplifying approximations providi;•g reason-

ably accurate results with relatively short computational ti.me require-

ments.

This report presents the conservation principles on which the enom-

puter code is based and the application of these principles to the

. .. . .. .... .. ... .. .... j _ • : -: : . . • _ - •. .1



computer. Development of the computer code is discussed and the appli-

cable derivations are presented. Hydrodynamic shook propagation in

air and in solids is developed and sample problems are presented.

The development of the hydrodynamic shock code is presented in

Chapter II. Chapter III discusbes the initial conditions and boundary

conditions applicable to the IIU1,F program and th.ir coupling with the

HYDRO subroutine. Chapter IV discusses the results of two sample

problems and Chapter V contains the conclusions of this study.

I VW
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II. Hydrodynamic Shock Propagation

This chapter presents the basic differential equations that govern

the propagation of strong shocks in both gases and solids. Various

simplifying assumptions are made to reduce the equations to a one-dimen-

nional form. The Lagrangian coordinate system and subscript notation

used in HUFF are presented followed by the finite difference scheme

used to aprrorimate the governing equations. The stability conditions

that con'itrain the size of the time step and the variable gamma modifi-

cations co.-. jte the chapter.

Basic Governing Equations

The basic equations governing strong shock propagation are derived

from, the thysical laws requiring that mass, momentum, and total energy

C ( be conserved. For propagation of strong shocks in'solids the hydro-

static pressures are very large and the solid can be treated as a fluid.t Thus the differential equations expressing mass, momentum, and total

energy conser7ation apply equally to both gases and solids (Ref 5:7).

The equations are:

+ (I.V)p + pV.- = o (1)at

S÷ ÷ 1(2)

au+ (iU.V)"U*+ .VP 0(2

+ (u'V)- E. V(ru) - 0 (3)S~p
iit
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where P is density, u is velocity, t is time, P is pressure

and E is energy.

The equation of state for the solid or gas is used to couple the

differential equations and provide a means of solution. The equation

of state expressed in its most general form is (Ref 8:294):

R2I -f(P,V) E (4)2()

where I is internal energy and

v (5)

Assumptions and Resulting Equations

( Simplifying assumptions are necessary to reduce the multi-dimen-

sional equations describing shock propagation to the less general one-

dimensional equations solved in HUFF. The assumptions are as follows:

1. The local fluid velocity is directed along and depends

on the Eulerian one-dimensional coordinate.

2. Adiabatic conditions exist throughout the problem.

3. An artificial positive viscosity, Q , can be introduced

to spread out the density and pressure discontinuities

that develop at the shock front due to the adiabatic assump-

tion.

A 4. The problem is assumed to occur in free space with no

gravity dependence.

The differential equations in one-dimensional form for conservation

-4.I



of mass, momentum, and energy are:

+U + D + (L1)u
ax (6)

a u + LP
at ax P ax (7)

aE 2E + lPu (L 1)Pu

where L is the geometry factor (L - 1 for rectangular, L = 2 for

cylindrical, and L - 3 for spherical).

Langrangian Coordinate System

The spatial mesh used in HUFF is constrained to conserve mass be-

tween the mesh points. The volume between two mesh points is defined

to be a cell. Depending on the geometry, the mesh points define cell

boundaries that are. either infinite planes, infinite concentric 7ylin-

ders, or concentric spheres. Each cell contains a fixed mass for all

time - except during rezoning in the blast problem where cells are re-

defined by removing every other intermediate cell boundary. Requiring

a cell to contain a fixed mass defines vWat is called a Lagrangian

mesh. The position of the cell boundaries are followed in time and no

fluid moves through the cell boundaries (Ref 5:82).

in a Lagrangian coordinate system the mass of each cell remains

fixed. As time progresses, the cell boundary position changes. The

density of a cell at time, t , is given by

-1 5
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p(x )(S.) (9)

P (x PO0 ax t Xo

where x and p0  are the original position and denuity respectively.

The velocity of a cell boundary is given by

ax (10)

The Lagrangian equations for one-dimensional shock propagation

expressing conservation of mass, momentum, and energy are

2 u .(L -)Pu (p x "11))

u xp L-1
Po~ ~ O(-) 0 12Pý dx x (2

0 0

T + rt (13)

Lagrangian Mesh

The Lagrangian mesh material and cell boundary properties are de-

picted on Figure 1. The cell boundary positions and velocities begin

with x, and u, at the left wall of the mesh. The maturial prop-

S erties are cell centered values with ' and "located

07 l



1 21 1 JI ~'

X1  X2 X3Pop~tion x. j1 X+

Ul u2  U3Veloci -ty Uj *uj+l uj+2

PP2Density Pj Pj+i

1, 2 PresJaure Pj P.1

QlQ 2  viscosity Qj Q+

and Materials Prcperties

between the cell: boundaries at Xi and Xj~l. Program HiUFF is dimen-

sioned to contain a grid of 101 values (100 cells). x can be the left

wall or center of a rectangular geometry problem while it usually rep-

resents the center of a spherical or cylindrical geometry.

Finite Difference Scheme

The choice of a properly centered finite difference scheme is c.rit-

ical in developing a stable code to propagate the shock. The finits

* difference scheme must approximate the solution in a way that strict y

conserves mass, momentum, and total energy. Any difference achemle

that is properly centered in both time and space can be expressed in a

conservative form (Ref 9:283). Inadvertant changes in the matcrial

conditions or any cell in the mesh can 'Lead to p~opagation of unwanted

(T) extraneous waves through the meafh.

'7t,

T4$~,.-4



The difference equations used in HlUFF are those developed by

Richtmyer and Morton. The equations are

""in+1 n
x ulj~ (14)

S~At

Un+l -u 1 (P n . n + jn n Q _I n I
j " - i1 T ji (i 15)

At P Ax V(xo) J'

r n+l L n+1 L
Sn+l 1 +) I (x+ j (16)

iPPOI{(x) }L {(xo)i }L]

J+
+ i1n+2 + f.

++ +l jV 1 , 0' (17)

'I

hea 1 " en+e s+ A i

2a n+ nn~l
n~ Uj +1,

n.1 j~;,o 19

~~~if (Uj~j j "9

the approxniate number of cells over which the shock discontinuity is

{• '!!!ii!; •

4 , 1.i



spread (Ref 8:318).

Internal energy is eliminated from the equations by coupling Eq

(17) and Eq (18). Equation (18) is the equation of state for the mat-

erial in the problem. The ideal gas equation of state is used for air

and the Gruneisen equation of state for solids.

Gas. The finite difference form of the ideal gas equations of1.state is (Ref 5:3)

n+1 n+l n+l (20)

Combining Eq (17) and (20) to eliminate internal energy- gives

n+1 n+1 n n+l n+l n
ePs - v 2P (v - v2) (21)

Swhere is gammna and

SS ,. 2 (22)-

A complete derivation of Eq (21) is contained in Appendix D.

Solid. The finite difference form of the Gr"neisen equation of

state is (Ref 5:3)

~n H ) n+1 + gnl[ - 1 nl (23)"H,1j + s+ +1 (Hj

["• (24)

0 . .),+3 - (V -v'j÷•) ' (?

rvo - s(Vo

L.9



F e( nVl c v0_V) (12

2 Jo S OI

S L(-Y L-+l (26)
2

where y. is the Gruneisen constant and c is the normal density speed

of sound in the material.

Combining Eq (17) and (23) to eliminate internal energy gives

( _*• , ,-T( •-v Y +

n+l pJ[V ' 5 V 1
-.]-2 [1'H;+ H-Sp

n+l n+l r,2vj + Y(Vj - Vj)

n+1 -l V(P)n - n l -Vn)

SHjHj j I2V"'•+ + y (Vn+l - n) (27)

A complete derivation of Eq (27) is. contained in Appendix D.

The difference equations presented above are solved explicitly in

HUFF's Subroutine HYDRO, The solution is examined in more detail in

- . Appendix A.

Stability Conditions

Constraints must be placed on the size of the tLme step, At , to

10



ensure sufficient continuity is maintained irA the solution of material

properties in the mesh. If the time step is too large, local instabil-

ities will develop overwhelming the solution.

The Lagrangian stability condition provided by Richtmyer and

Morton (Ref 8:298).is used to specify the time step in HUFF. The equa-

tiorn is

CAAt -ml (28)

xj+l -j

where CA is the local adiabatic sound speed (Ref 5:6). The expression

for a gas is

tEI;11/2(29)

and for a solid is

C V(V (S +1)- C V Vns

CA [+v~-~v ~J 29v~j (30)

where

S "YS +* (31)

2



4 A complete derivation of Eq (29) and (30) is contained in Appendix D.

An additional stability condition is included in HUFF to ensure the

cell boundary positions do not overlap. This condition is

-~ u~) AtX (32)

This condition becomes a contributing factor when converging cell boundary

velocities become very high anddensity valuds in the cell have not had

time to respond.

The time step is calculated at the beginning of subroutine HYDRO

fo.*: all the cells in the mesh. The smallest time step value Is used for

all mesh point calculations during the-same iteration. The next iter-

ation begins by computing a new time step.

Variable Gamma Approximation

The actual value for gamma in the gas equation of state is not a

constant for real gases. The value ranges from. 1.4 under normal atmo-

spheric conditions in air to a value as low as 1.1 under high internal

energy conditions. A variable gamma is used in HUFF to calculate the4

time step and the new pressures in a gas.

A "semi-physical fit" for gamma as a function of internAl energy

for air was developed by L. R. Doan and G. H. Nickel (Ref 2t5). A

rough fit to this function was developed for use in HUFF calculations.

The-HUFF rough fit gamma function with I expressed in the units 10 10

ergs/gm is

"for .!1315

C-1) -. 3981 (33)

12



for .1315 -1 -1.0

1y - 1) - -. 0399(1 - .1315)2 + .3981 (34)

for I 1.0

+ .624
(2-') (35)

A density correction is included for values of I 1.0 and is given by

(y - 1) - (y - 1)(•/e)•e() (36)

where

()

a(I) - .0577(LoG(I)} - .0216{LOG(I)1 2 + .0035{LOG(1)} 3 +

.0002{LOG(Z) }4 (37)

Figure 2 compares the HUFF fit to the Doan and Nickel equation of state

for gamma in air.

t
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rII. Problem Definition and Solution

Program HUFF was developed to be uuted with a wide variety of one-

dimensional problems. Each task accomplished by the computer code is

contained in modular units called subroutines. All real or integer

values commo' mong subroutines are passed through the subroutine argu-

ment list. This type of programming concept is called modular pro-

gramming (Ref 11).

Program HUFF is designed to solve any one-dimensional single ma-

terial problem involving hydrodynamic shock propagation in a solid or

in air. A spherical blast problem in air and a solid compression problem

are included with the program to demonstrate HUFF's capabilities. The

spherical blast problem will be discussed first followed by the solid

compression problem. A discussion of the flexibility of using HUFF in

solving additional hydrodynamic problems is presented last.

Spherical Blast in Air

The spherical blast problem is defined by subroutine BLAST. The

initial conditions are based on the lollowing:

1. A large fraction of the yield is absorbed by the air as

internal energy.

2. All the absorbed energy is deposited before the air has

a chance to respond.

3. The time required to deposits the blast energy in defined

Sas the time to hydroseparatton (Ref 4:65).

4. The absorbed blast energy is deposited as internal energy

in an isothermal sphere with a radius equal to the fireball

11.15
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Table I

Average Atmoshperic Parameters for
Mid-Latitudes (Ref 4:104)

Altitude Scaling Factors Altitude Scaling[ Factors
(feet) SP SD ST (feet) SP SD ST

00 1.00 1.00 1.00 15,000 0.56 1.21 1.28

1,000 0.96 1.01 1.02 20,000 0.46 1.30 1.39

2,000 0.91 1.03 1.03 25,000 0.37 1.39 1.53

3,000 0.90 1.04 1.05 30,000 0.30 1.50 1.68

4,000 0.86 1.05 1.07 35,000 0.24 1.62 1.86

5,000 0.83 1.06 1.08 40,000 0.19 1.75 2.02

10,000 0.69 1.13 1.17

radius at hydroseparation (Ref 4:65).

Subroutine BLAST contains the proper input values for a one kiloton

sea level explosion. The subroutine scales the programmed values cal-

culating thte proper initial conditions for a variety of blast problems.

The yield of the explosive and the altitude paraaeters provided in Table

I are input by the user to define the type of blast problem. The param-

eters are defined as

sp (38)

Po1/

SrD - (C)/3 (39)

161



I
ST (o)l/3(T)l/ 2  (40)

p T

where P0  and T are normal sea level atmosphere pressure and tern-

perature and P and T are the pressure and temperature at altitude.

These parameters (SP, SD, and ST) are used only to define the proper

initial conditions for a variety of altitude and yield problems and

are not used after tCle hydrodynamic calculations begin.

_Mresson of a Solid

The compression prublem is defined by subroutine SQUEEZE. An

initial constant pressure is applied in the outside cell of the mesh.

The compression problem will compress the solid in any of the

three problem geometries (rectangular, cylindrical, spherical). The

example problem presented in Chapter IV uses rectangular geometry.

The Gruneisen equation of state used in 1ograp HUFF limits -::he

amount of overpressure that can be applied to the solid. The maximum

density that can be achieved is less than

SP-- - y l (41)

At this density, subroutine HYDRO will calculate an infinite value for

pres sue.

Defining Other Problemls

Many additional problems can be defined and solved by program HUFF

by d9finirig the initial and boundary conditiona in a problem defining

"subroutine similar to 3LXST or SQUEME. A general underatanding of a

A few basic concepts used in program HUFF will be helpful whar definingK

17



( a new problem.

The HUFF programn flow pattern is depicted in Figure L~ The pr~ogram

begins by calling subroutine FLAGS to establish the "sign posts"4 that

identify the route the program will follow in solving the problem. The

main program then transfers complete control of the problem solution to

subroutine CONTROL.

Subroutine CONTROL directs the routing of the program during the

solution process.* The "problem defining subroutine" is called before

beginning the solution to establish the initial conditions of the problem.

All the remaining task oriented subroutines are called at the proper

times during the solution as the program cycles through each time step.

Subroutine HYDRO, calculates all the new material properties of the

mesh for one time step each time it is called by subroutine CONTROL.

( The only exce'ption is the two exterior boundary velocities (u1 and U1l01).

if the boundary velocities are constant throughout the problem' solution,

no additional adjustments to the HYDRO calculations are required. If

the boundary velocities change during the problem, an additional entry

from subroutine HYDRO to the "problem defining subroutine" will be

necessary to calculate the outer boundary velocities. This call must

be accomplished after subroutine HYDRO calculates the time step and

before the new gall positions are computed.

The information provided above should be sufficient to allow a pro-

grammer to uso HUFF to solve a variety of additional problems beyond

those provided in the original program. All of the task oriented sub-

routinas contained in HUFF are well-documented to aid the user if

o ~further modifications are required.

le
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IV. Results and Discussion

This chapter, along with Appendices B and C, presents and discusses

the results for two sample problems. The first problem discussed is a

one-kiloton nuclear burst in infinite sea level air. The second problem

is the one-dimensional compression of uranium both in rectangular and

spherical geometries. The results of these problems demonstrate the

usefulness and limitations of HUFF as an effective first order hydro-

dynamic computer code.

1 KT Explosion

The one-kiloton nuclear explosion in infinite sea level air was

chosen as a sample problem because of the availability of other results

to check those of HUFF. The time used in the initial conditions was

.0368 milliseconds corresponding to the time of hydroseparation (Ref 4:

65, 103). The radius of the isothermal sphere at hydroseparation is

110 2 wsue orp
450 cm. An input overpressure of 1.5 x 10 dynes/cm was used to rep-

resent the total energy deposited in the isothermal bubble by the time

of hydroseparation. The input pressure corresponds to the total energy

deposited in the air by the time of hydroseparation (Ref 4:64). The

time calculated by HUFF is the time after the nuclear blast detonation.

The results from HUFF were compared with those from the Nuclear

blast Standard (IKT) (Ref 7) and BEERAY (Ref 1:36). The results com-

pared quite well with the standard showing a significant improvement

over the results of BEERAY.

HUFF was compared with the IXT standard for all the times pub-

O lished in the standard over the time range of three millisecond to two

20



( seconds after detonation. HUFF's accuracy deteriorated after two

seconds due to its failure in simulating weak shock propagation at

great distances. The range during the first two seconds is from 27

meters to 2.6 kilometers.

The shock position calculated by HUFF is within three meters of

the standard throughout the zange from 27 meters to beyond one kilo-

meter. At distances beyond one kilometer to over three kilometers,

it agrees with the standard within two percent. Almost all of this un-

certainty can be attributed to the relatively large cells of the mesh

(.5 meters per cell at 27 meters and 8 weters per cell at one kilometer).

The maximum shock pressure agrees generally within seven percent

of the standard with a maximum error of 13 percent occurring around 50

milliseconds. The pressure is generally higher at early times than the

standard and lower than the standard at late times. HUFF's deviation

from the standard could be the result of neglecting to compensate for

the energy lost and gained in the air by radiation from the fireball

and the early shock. A significant percentage of the total weapon

yield is carried away by radiation and deposited ahead of the chockc.

This energy is absorbed by the air changing the normal conditions

ai*umed by HUFF. Both pressure and density are sensitive to this

additional energy transfer.

The maximum shock density agrees generally within five percent of

the standard. The largest deviation was 12 percent occurring around 50

milliseconds corresponding to the high pressure present at this time.

Much of this additional energy represented by a high pressure andu den-

"" sity would be converted to radiation energy and transmitted ahead of the

shock due to the high tenperatures present. HUFF does not contain a
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( thermal radiation code to handle this condition properly. At later

times, pressure and density bot-h return to closer agreement with the

standard and fall below the standard at great distances. This agrees

with what would be expucted from a code neglecting radiation transport.

The maximum material velocity at the shock agrees within nix per-

cent of the standard throughout the strong shock propagation phase.

This covers a range from 27 meters to over two kilometers. The material

velocity remains slightly above the standard throughout the problem.

In general, HUFF. agrees with the Nuclear Blast Standard peak values

within 10 percent with few exceptions. This is a remarkable correlation

considering the small spatial mesh used (nine cells initially and 50-

100 cells at later times) and the absence of a subroutine to handle

thermal radiation. Tables II and III give a comparison of UrFP's re-

sults for three milliseconds and one second respectively.

WhIFF has also maintained the efficiency of BEERAY even though addi-

tional steps were added to improve HUFF's accuracy. The addition of a

variable gamma in the equation of state for air significantly increased

i the computational time required to compute each time step (cycla).

This additional computational time per cycle was offset by the incorpor-
ation of a "hydromatic" time step control which reduced the number of

cycles required to reach two seconds from 9000 iterations in BEERAY to

2620 in HUFF. Figure 4 through.6 further display HUFF's performance.

Compression of Uranium

The rectangular geometry compression problem was selected to test

the equation of state and the solution process used in HUFF in solving 3

problems involving solids. The material selected for the problem
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Table 11

Comparison of the Results of HUFF with
the one Kiloton Standard

Time - 3.00xl0 3 sec (471 Time Iterations for HUFF)

lKT Standard HUFF %Difference

Shock Position (cm) 2.9x10 3  2.7x103  -7

Shock Overpressure
(dynes/cm2 ) 1.45xi08  1.52x108  6

Shock Overdensity
(gm/cm3 ) 7.50xlO- 3  7.44xi0- 3  -1

Shock Material Velocity
(cm/sec) 3.45xi05 3.38xi05 -2

(Ref 7:22-26)

Table III

Comparison of the Results of HUFF with
the one Kiloton Standard

Time 1.000 sec (2340.Time Iterations for HUFF)

IKT Standard HUFF* %Difference

iShock Position (cm) 5.04x10 4  5.0SX10 4  0

Shock Overpressure 4
(dynes/cm2 ) 2.3xlO4 . 2.2x10 5  -4

Shock Overdensity - 3
(gmcm3 ) 2.0x10-4 1.94x0- -3
Shock Material Velocity 5 -

5.09xl03 5,04x03 -1

(Rf 7 174-,81)
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was uranium with three percent molyldenum by weight for which well doo-

umented data is available on the Rankine-Hugoniot parameters (Ref 6:

534). This same material was used in BEERAY providing an additional

comparison for HUFF's results.

Appendix C contains the input data and some of IiUPF's plotted re-

sults for this problem. Figure 7 shows the peak shock pressure vs.

time and Figure A shows the peak density vs. time. A constant pressure

of one megabar was applied to the outer cell of the mesh propaqating a

shock inward. Figure 9 shows a plot of position vs. time for the shock.

Table IV contains the results of HUFF compared to the Rankine-

Hugoniot parameters and BEERAY's results. The values given for HUFF

are an average of 15 data points taken from a time range from 2 x 10-6

to 2 x 10- seconds. This corresponds to a shock position range from

9 to 1.5 cm respectively in the I cm initial radius sphere of uranium.

The shock pressure at the shock frozit is slightly higher than the

pressure behind the shock. This results in a slightly higher density

and material velocity at the shock front. A two percent increase in

pressure at this point on the Hugoniot curves corresponds to a density

incrcase of about one percent due to the slope of the curve at this

point (Ref 2':87).

Appendix H contains the plotted results for the HUFF compression

problem in a spherical geometry. In this geometry, the parameters

change as the shock travels toward the center of the sphere. " Comparing

the density and velocities at the point in the sphere where the pressure

is one megabar gives similar results to that observed in the rectangular

geometry.
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Table IV

Comparison of HUFF's Compression of Uranium
with the Rankine-Hugoniot Parameters

and BEERAY's Results

Time - xlO5 sec (425 Time Iterationh for HUFF)

BEERAY Standard HUFF %Deviation

Shock Pressure
(megabars) 1*0.06 1 1.02t0.01 2

Shock Velocity
(10 5 cm/sec) -4.42 -4.44 -4.44t0.37 0

Shock Density
(gm/cm3 ) 25.510.3 25.465 25.73-0.03 1

Particle Velocity
(10 5 cm/sec) -1.24-0.021 -1.22 -1.26+0.0l 3

(Ref 1:39)
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

HUFF is a simple, stable hydrodynamic computer code based on con-

servation principles. The computational time is relatively short pro-

viding results that are reasonably accurate. The conclusions drawn

from the results presented in Chapter IV will be listed first followed

by the recommendations.

Conclusiuns

The conelusions based on the results of the two sample problems are:

1. HUFF is a relatively fast computer code because the spatial

mesh is limited to 100 cells, the equations of state are

simple, and a variable time step control is employed to

optimize the time step. In the blast problem rezoning the

mesh at later tirmtes results in a significant reduction in

the computation time when propagating the shock to great

distances.

2. HUFF provides reasonably accurate results when propagating

strong shocks. The results are within 13 percent for pressure

and density, 5 percent for material velocity, and 2 percent

for shock position in the blast problem and within 2 per-

cent for all parameters (position, density, velocities) in

the coUF essFon problem.F

t3 h eFF ic a simple code due to the. techniques of nodular pro-

gramming used in its development and the reauction of input

data required to operate the sample programs.

44. HUFF is a flexible code cap.ble of solving strong shock
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propagation within larger codes or solving additional problems

with minimum alteration of the existing code. This capability

is a result of the task oriented independent subroutines used

in HUFF.

Recommendations

The following recommendations present the author's view concerning

possible extensions to IHUFF that may improve its accuracy and provide

an even better code.

1. Develop additional subroutines to handle the radiation trans-

port problem for early times after a nuclear detonation and

couple these subroutines with the blast expansion problem.

2. Develop additional subroutines to handle the neutronics in-

volved in exploding the compressed uranium and couple these

subroutines with the compression problem in HUFF. An addi-

tional equation of state may be necessary to handle the ex-

tremely high resulting temperatures and pressures.

3. Combine the first two recommendations by coupling the energy

output from the explosion to the expansion j-oblem providing

a complete computer code that calculates the entire explosion

sequence.
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( Appendix A

The HUFF Code

This appendix describes the HUFF computer code written in the CDC

FORTRAN Extended 4.4 language. The first section discusses in general

the program flow and defines the specific task of each subroutine. The

final section defines the primary program variables. A complete listing

of program HUFF is contained in Appendix E.

Program Flow

The HUFF code contains seven subroutines and two function subprograms.

Each subroutine performs a specific task in solving the assigned problem.

All variables common among subroutines are passed through the appropriate'

arguient lists.

Main Program. The main program is very short. Its basic purpose

is to identify the input, output, and local files used by HUFF throughout

the 1rogram. The main program calls subroutine FLAGS and then transfers

control cf the program to subroutine CONTROL.

3ubroutine FLAGS. Subroutine FLAGS reads two input data records

that define the physical operation of the program. These "flags" are

used during the program to identify the program flow sequence.

Subroutine CONTROL. Subroutine CONTROL controls the program execu-

tion. All the primary task oriented programs are called in the proper

sequence by subroutine CONTROL.

Subroutine BLAST. Subroutine BLAST is the "problem defining sub-

() •routine" for the blast problem. This subroutine has two entry points.

A call to BLAST will set the initial aonditions of the problem. A call
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to EXPAND will enter subroutine BLAST and calculate additional param- f

eters for output from the program.

Subroutine SQUEEZE. Subroutine SQUEEZE is the "problem defining

subroutine" for the compression problein. This subroutine also has two

entry points. A call to SQUEEZE sets the initial conditions while a

call to CRUSH enters later in the subroutine and calculates th'. same

parameters computed by EXPAND in the blast problem.,

"Subroutine HYDRO. Subroutins HYDRO is the heart of HUFFo All the

hydrodynamic shock propagation calculations are accmplished by this

subroutine. The subroutine begins by calculating a proper time step

based on the current material' properties. HYDRO then ,alculite6 the new

material properties advancing the mesh through one time step. The sub-

routine contains an additional tire step control to optimize the com,-

Sputed time step. This 'additional "hydromatic" control varies the com-

puted time step forcing the primary shock to cross a cell boundary each

5-10 cycles through subroutine HYDRO.

Subroutine REZONE. Subroutine REZONE extends ihe distance the

expanding blast shock can be followed by rezoning the nosh each time the

shock reaches cell i.4. This subroutine carefully conserver the material

instabilities Fresent before rezone so they match those present after re-

zone. This enables the rezoned shock to continue its propagation with

minimum interruption.

runction EIA. Function EIA deatermines the proper internal energy

corkesponding to a given pressure and density. This subroutine is nee-

e*sary since gamma is a fwuction of internal eergy and'internal energy

Cis not directly computed and maintained by subroutine ::HYDRO. Subroutine
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41J , I

HYDRO and subroutine REZONE both use function EZA.

Function VGAMMA. Function VGAMMA contains the HLFF rough fit for

the variable gamma function used in the equation of state for air.

This function determines gamma based on a given internal energy and

density. Function VGAMMA is used in both subroutines HYDRO and REZONE.

Subroutine COPY. Subroutine COPY handles the recording of results

for the program. A complete listing of all the program arrays are

printed on a local file called files for each result time requested by

the user. A rough plot of the requested results is also made with

appropriate calls to PLOTSM.

Subroutine PLOTSM. The last subroutine contained in HJFF is sub-

routine PLOTSM. This subroutine provides a rough plot of the program

arrays on the output file. A rough plot of all the requested results

for aid in analysis of the output is provided.

o Formal Output. When the prograM execution is complete,

the requested results are contained on two local files. A file named

files contains the reques'.ed information. A file named Review contains

sutjar• information. The information can be read Crom these files and

minipulated into any desired form. An additional program called Results

is lasted in Appendix E that will read the data contained on the local

files and request the appropriate formal plots.

Main Pr~gram Variables

This auction contains a listing of all the program variables used

in HUFF. Many of the acronyms suggest their specific use in the program.

Unless otherwise indicated, all program variables are in the qram-centi-

C) ,aeter-seconA system of units. The program variables axes ,, ,. •
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A: Temporary storage variable.

C: Adiabatic sound speed in a solid.

CA: The square of the number of cells over
which the shock discontinuity is spread
(a in Eq (19)).

CK(1)/CYCLE/ICYCLE: Counters for the number of cycles through
subroutine HYDRO.

CK(2)/TIME. Keeps track of total real time (sec)
during the solution.

CK(3)/DT. The time step value (sec).

CK(4)/POS: Shock position.

CK(5)/OP: Peak shock overpressure.

CK,(6)/OD: Peak shock overdensity.

CK(7)/VMAX: Peak material velocity at the shock.

SD(I). Cell centered density array.

" - DMAX: Maximum cell centered density at the shock.

DTJ: Temporary local time step storage variable.

DX: Original mesh spacing of the array.

EI/EE:, Internal energy in ergS/gram and 1010
ergs/gram respectively.

EKJl/EKJ2/EKII: Kenetic energy storage variables.

- EL: Natural logrithm of EIE.

ETJI/ETa2/ETIlI Total energy storage variables.

FLAG(2)/IF2: Flag for the number of results times
.- requested.

FLAG (3) /IF3: Flag for die maximum numiber of allowed
cycles through subroutine HYDRO.

FLAG (4): Flag used to identify the type, of problem.

GpMMA: Storage variable for the Gruneisen con-

stant or gamma.

GM1/GMONE, Storage variable for gauma minus one*
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HIOLD/HINEW: Temporary storage variables used for IH
from the solid eqaation of state.

HPOLD/HPNEW, Pemporary storage variables used for PH
from the solid equation of state.

IALPRA/.: Problem geometry factors.

ICOUNT/KFIFTY: Loop counters.

IP/Nl/MSAVE: Shook grid position.

MN/M: Used as a variable length for do loops in
subroutine HYDRO.

MPlz M-plus one.

NM5/NP5: Nl minus 5 and plus 5 respectively.

OPOSS Old position of the shock.

P(I): Material property array for cell centered
pressures.

P2/PXz Temporary pressure storage variables.

( PRESS: Input pressure for the compression problem.

PUD(I,J), Temporary storage array for cell centered
pressure, velocity, and density respectively.

PMAX. Maximum pressure at the shock front.

PNORM: Normal atmospheric pressure at the burst
altitude.

PBLAST: Input pressure for the blast problem.

()3 sMaterial property array for the artificial
cell centered artificial viscosity.

QMAX: Maximum viscosity at the shock front.
This occurs at the location of the shock
by definition.

RKOZo PAtio of D(I)/RHO.

RHOt Normal muterial density.

RADIUSs Initial radius of the solid in the compression
probl eam.

8: Temporary storage variables for varioue "

functions of gamma.



iH

SP/SD/ST: Altitude scaling parameters for pressure,
density, and time respectively.

TSTOPt Real time limit for the problem.

TFRAC: A variable fraction used to place additional
control on the size of the time step to
increase program efficiency.

TIMITt Used as a loop timer in calculating shock
speeds.

U(W Material property array for the cell
boundary velocities.

UJI/UJ2/UIl: Temporary storage variables for cell
centered velocity in subroutine REZONE.

VG(I): Variable gamma storage array in subroutine
HYDRO.

VEL(I): Additional array used to temporarily store

velocity in subroutine HYDRO.

VRHOi The normal specific density of the material.

VOI.DW/NEW: Temporary storage variables for cell
centered specific densities used in sub-
routine HYDRO.

VDOT: Specific density change in one time step.

VSVOLD/VSVNEW: Temporary storage variable used with the
solid equation of state.

X (I): Material property array for the cell boundary
positions.

XI: Real variable equal to the integer I.

amJl/XMJ2/XMIl: Temporary storage arrays for the mass of
the two old cells and the new cell respec-
tively used in subroutine REZONE.

XMOMJ1/XMOZ4J2/XMOMIl: Temporary storage arrays for the momentum
of the two old cells and the new cell
respectively used in subroutine REZONL.

XNORM: A variable used in a scaling function rep-
resenting the normal value of the property

() to be scaled.
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XD: A variablc used in a scaling function
representing the altitude scaling factor.

YKM': Input weapon yielI in kilotons in the
blast problem.

ii
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haedix B

Sample Problem, lKT Explosion

The data for HUFF is always read by a list directed format to sim-

plify the input cards.

The input cards for this problem are as follows where the items

in parentheses are not part of the data deck:

10 3000 1 5.0 (Card 1)

.003 .006 .01 .02 .05 .1 .2 .5 1. 2. (Card 2)

1. 1. 1.1. (Card 3)

( Figures 4 through 6 in Chapter ZV of the text and Figures i0 through

18 of this appendix represent sample output for this problem.
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( Appendix C

SaMle Problem, one Megabar Compression of Uranium

The input cards for this problem in rectangular geometry are as

follows where the items in parentheses are not part of the data deck:

A0 4000 2 1.0 (Card 1)

1.E-5 2.E-5 3.E-5 4.E-5 5.E-5 6.E-5 7.E-5 8.E.-5

9.E-5 1.E-4 (Card 2)

1 2.03 18.45 2.56E5 10. 1.E12 (Card 3)

The data is in list directed format to simplify defining the problem.

K •- For a spherical compression problem change Card 3 to the following:

3 2.02 18.45 2.56B5 10. l.ElO (Card 3)

The compression sample problems maintain a constant applied pressure

in the outer cell of the mesh throughout the problem solution. This can

be changed to an impulse pressure by removing the card that redefines

the outer cell pressure immediately after ENTRY CRUSA in subroutine

SQUEEZE. A comment card is included in the program to identify the

location of this card.i - i'igures 7 through 9 in Chapter IV of the text and Figures 19 through

23 of this appendix represent sample output for the rectangular geometry

problem. Figures 24 through 32 of this appendix represent sample output

SI! :) for the case of spherical geomerty.
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SAppndi.x D

Derivations

The derivations presented in this appendix develop the key equa-

tions used in program HUFF. Couplinlg of the equation of state with the

Richtmyer and Morton difference equation for energy will be presented

first. Next, the derivation of the aitabatic sound speed is presented.

The last derivation describes the basis for the equations used in re-

zoning the mesh in the blast expansion problem.

Equation of State Coupling

Hydrodynamic shock propagation results from an imbalance of the

interrelated material properties of a gas or solid. Each particle inter-

( acts with its adjacent particle in an effort to maintain or reestablish

an equalibrium condition in the material. This interaction between

particles is simulated in Huff on a macroscopic level by packaging units

of material in Lagrangian cells. Each cell interacts with its adjacent

cell to maintain or establish equalibrium throughout the mesh.

The solution of the conservation equations of mass, momentum, and

energy is dependent on the equation of state of the material. The three

equations expressing the conservation laws contain four dependent vari-

ables (Ref Equations 1-3). The equation of state defines an additional

relation betweon these variables providing a unique solution.

Solving the conservation equations can be simplified by replacing

the expression for energy in the energy cooservation equation by its

equivalenae from the equation of state of the material. This rsedues
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the problem to a solution of three equations and three unknowns and

provides for a unique solution.

The difference scheme used in HUFF provides an explicit solution

of the conservation equations. The energy conservation equation is

expressed as

1 n+l+ (Vn+1 V n 0 (17)

The next two sections eliminate internal energy using the equation of

state for a gas and for a solid respectively.

Gas. The equation of state for a gas is

n " n n-j (y - 1)I 18)
P "

Substituting tha expression for I in equation (20) into equation

(17) gives

n+l. n+• n+1_vn
(y - )Cn+l (y' l)In L 2 - -* (42).

Ji

Multiplying by 2 and combining terms with P and Q gives

n5+, + VA1

n. ( - + ( ) ()+i

:+1 - ) - n - ) -o (43)

07



n+l
Solving for Pj gives

n n +l - (Vn+l n

"V)j(21)

SVn+l + ,n+l nsv +( v -V)-
j j. j

2

where S m* .

Solid. The equation of state for a solid is

n n nIn n)
Pj (P + YSj i - (H) (23)

2

n - (V 0 -V)(4

nV- s(vo -V

~ a (q~l)126)
nn

226

Solving for In in equation (23) gives

Sn 
n jn p Vj ( 44)(4

j =. -Hj (44ys

Substituting equation (44) into equation (17) gives
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- i+l n+l.I n ~ n n
P 1 ~~ ( (P H) +)IH + (I H)

L i j Hj j

+ [nL n

Multiplying by 2yS and collecting terms with P and Qgives

n+ Ys(~l + VrI ] [YS(Vn+l -ý )fl - n+l

[,,PH)V r n+l (I r n+l Vn+l n

2(p -I.n 2Y5II) - ] (x,+ 2yQ (V 0v
ii H). ~ Si j I

(46)

n+1
solving for' P1  gives

Pn~ P 2 (v.+ V" 2Ys{(IH)~ (IHn

2V i + YS -v

+ ~ n+l nv~c) - n+l~vn+l -v~

j H j Hj S ij I

n n+1 n 27

Derivation of AdiabaUit; Sound SpEeLd

The adiabatic sound speed is given by

o <C)n (2- )P, (29)



(Derivation of the adiabatic sound speed is presented first for a gas

and then for a solid.

Gas.

P (Y- 1) pz (20)

The derivation of pressure with respect to density is given by

S=( - 1)1 + (Y - 1) - (47)ap T

Replacing I in equation (47) with its equivalence from equation

(20) gives

P P+ (Y - i)p (48)p!

( Under adiabatic conditions is given by (Ref 3:5)
pp

- p (49)S~P

Substituting equation (49) into equation (48) gives

p (50)

Thus

CA - [](29)

Solid. The equation of state for a solid is

0 P P P+ & (I -I) (23)

V
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The derivative of pressure with respect to density is given by

a - PH + v a al= H , - , .
ap a V ap Jp S

The expressions for PH and IH are

C (No -V),
H 2

cV (V0 -V))
{v0 - s(vo - V)}

--- _ (25)

IH - V o- S(Vo-V2

Thus the derivatives are

PH c V 2{V 0 - S(Vo - V)} - 2c2 (V - V)(-Sv 2)
V-- ( 5 2 )

p{vo -slvo - v)] 3

2 2;I ~c(V0 -V) cV {V0 S(o V + VNO )

0  .2 V)+ S) -2c2

These ex~pression simiplify to the following:

2__2_2_3

p {v -sy- v))3 (54

0
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aIH 02V2V22 c 2V3V

---- =(55)p {v- S(Vo- v)o 3

;X
For adiabatic conditions T is given by

p

- = PV2  (49)

Substituting the above expressions and the expression for I from

the equation of state into equation (51) gives

ap N~O- w:,,o -v) (v \ -i S •(Vo0- V11 )

+ L + IH-I H (56) )

Substituting the value for PH inta equation (5(-), collecting

terms and simplifying gives

aP c2V2Vo(1 + S + y) - V3  S -ysC

p (Vo -S(vo -v)} 3

c (Vo - V) V

"{vo -S(vo - v)} 2 + PV(Y + 1)

Substituting Y. . 2S - 1 into equation (57), combining terms and

simplifying qives

•P ~2ScV2Vo- Se2Wo
- 2SVP + 0 0 

(58)

0P {vo - syo - v)}
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Thus the adiabatic sound speed in solids is given by

CA +2Sc 2 V2 V _Sc 2 VV 2  1/2

CA SVP - S(V V) 3 (30)

Rezone Comoutations from Conservation Requirements

Rezoning during the blast expansion problem provides the capability

to use small mesh spacing during the early phases- cf shock development

and also follow the shock to great distances later in the problem. Re-

zoning is accomplished when the shock reaches the 94th cell of the mesh.

Rezonin 'eompresses the information stored in the 100 cell mesh

into the first 50 %el'-.% and places undisturbed air in the last*50 cells.

The rezone process carefully conserves mass, momentum, and total energy

to preserve the material inbalance present in the mesh prior to rezoning.

Thib section presents the derivations that provide the equations

used in rezoning. The derivation begins with defining the location of

the new cells and proceeds in the order of solution used in subroutine

REZONE.

Position. The new cell locations in the mesh are formed by removing

the even numbered cell boundaries and combining the' adjacent cells. The

old cell positions use the subscript j and the new cell positions use

the subscript i . The location of each new cell boundary is given by

-x X1 + 1

(60)

where j are the even cell boundaries from 2 to 98. Cell boundary

locations after cell 49 are computed from the previous cell position , .

S"/3 by



Xj - Xi_1 + DX (61)

where DX is twice the original cell spacing existing before the rezone.

Conservation of Mass. Conservation of mass provides an explicit

solution of the new cell density and mass. The equation for conser-

vation of mass is

- X3) p P 3 - 3) + P - X+3 (62)P i+l " j+ P J+ 2 (J+2 J+(

The expression for density is

Pj(X +1 - X•) + P+l(X J 2 -X?3 1 )

3(63)( j+2 I

where Xj+ 2 ' Xi+1 and Xj = Xi

Cell Centered W locity. The time step calculations accomplished

by program HUFF use the cell boundary velocities to change the cell

positions. To conserve momentum and energy in the cells during rezone,

the average velocity of each cell is required. The average cell velo-

city is computed by averaging the ctll boundary velocities assuming the

velocity varies linearly across the cell. The average cell velocity is

given by

u + Uj+ l
2 (64)

2 th

where is the cell centered velocity for the j cell.

Total Energy. The total energy of each cell is computed from the

Saell centered velocity and the equation of state. The equation for

total energy is given by
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2p

B = + - (65)
2 (y- 1)P

where Ej is the total energy of cell j and a variable gamma is used

computed from the pressure of cell j

conservation of Energy. Conservation of energy provides an expli-

cit solution for the total energy in the new cell. The equation for

conservation of energy is

3 - X3)E Pj 3 3 363

ti(Xi+1  i (x+ 1 - Xj)Ej + tj+I(X+2 - Xj+1)Ej+1  (66)

The expression for the new cull energy is

OjX3 3 ) + jL(x3 3S.Pj(xj+ 1 - XjEj + C j+i(xj+ 2 - x(6)

i(xJ+2 - x

Conservation of Momentum. Conservation of momentum provides an

explicit solution for the cell centered velocity of the new cell. The

equation for conservation of momentum is

3 3 3 3- 3 3 -

lei (X+ - X- xj)u +fj~1(Xj+2 - xeuj+ j+ (68)

The expression for the cell centered velocity of the new cell is

-- , j(X+ 1 " X )uj + 3 - -X1)uj 1 (Su ( 69 )"

I~
•,J+2 -X

Cell Boundary Velocities. The new cell boundary velocities are

recomputed using a pronedure similar to that used in computing the cell

centered velocities. The cell boundary velocity is computed by averaging

the cell centered velocities of the adjacent cells assuming the velocity
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varies between the adjacent cell centers in a manner that gives an average

velocity at the common boundary. The acpression for the cell boundary

velocity of the new cell is given by

uil +ui

2 (70)

The cell boundary velocity at the center position, 1 , is defined as

zero and is not computed by equation (70).

Internal Energy. The internal energy of the new cell is calculated

by the application of the conservation of total energy. The kenetic

energy of the new cell is calculated first and is given by

K 2i M - (71)( 2

where KEi is the kenetic energy of the new cell i Total energy

conservation expressed in its most simple form is

R, KEi + Ii (72) t
where It, is the internal energy of the new cell.

The expression for the internal energy of the new cell is given

by:

"E i - KE£ (73)

Pressure. Pressure is computed using the equation of state. The

expression for pressure is

SP (Y %1i (20)



- where ( 1 - 1) is a function of internal energy. The value of ( 1 - 1)

is oomputed directly usin• the internal energy already computed for the

new cell.

Computing the pressure completes the rezoning process and the re-
zoned mash is-returned to subroutine CONTROL to continue the shock prop-

agation. The mesh will again return to subroutine REZONE when the shock

position again reaches the 94th cell.

7
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47 Appendix E

Program Listing~ of HUFF

tooz PROGRAMNHUFF!INPUT:/80,OUTPUTThPEI:INPUTTAPE2:OUTPUT
110:, 1,FILESREVIENTAPE7:FILEStAPF8:REVIEU)
1209- DIMENSION FLA~f4) TABLE(10)
139: INTEGER FLAG
149: CALL FLAGS(FLAGTABLEtTSTOP)
150: CALL CONTROL (FLAG, TABLE, ISTOPI
1609c PRINTit'TIME LIMIT EXCEEDED"
1709- STOP.
180: END
190mG
too: SUBROUTINE FLAGS (rLA~tIABLE9TSTOP)
216:- DIMENSION FLAG(4)tTABLE(10)
229: INTEGER FLAG
2304-C---INITIALIZE CONTROL PARAMETERS ----------------------------

.240-- DO 0 91=113
250m 19 FLAG(I):9

279: 36 TABLE(1):6
2809:C I READ FLAGS AND REAL TIME LIMIT
2982C -----I FLA0(ZkIOF TABLES REQUESTED I -------
3of:C I FLAG (31:1 OF CYCLES THROUGH HYDRO I
316--C I FLAC-(41:TVPE PROBLEM il=BLASTvZzSGUEEZE)I
326: READ., (FLAG(I ,I:2i4) ,TSTOP
339'C ----READ REQUESTED TABLE TIMES----------------------
349:z IF2:-FLAG (2) 1
359: READii(lABLE(1),I:1,IF2)
3614C---- RITE OUT INFORMATION PROVIDED BY FLAGS------------
371: IF (FLAG (4) .EQ.I)WRITE(2i400)
389: iF(FLAC(4l.EQ.ZlWRITE(2p506)
Mx6 IF(FLAG(4).IIE.1.AND.FLAG(4).NE.2)URITEI2,619)FLAG(4)
499s URITE(2,Z99iFLAG(2),ITABLEII)uIl:IIFZI1
416: 1IRITE(2#300)TST0PpFLAG(3)
426a 201 FORPAH//i/ffT19,"TADLES FOR THE FOLLOWING "p13,
439' 1" TIMES WERE REQUESTED:",li,2(TI5,5(IPE19.S,2XhI/))
449a 396 FORKAT(l/l//T16,"MAX TIME 10 RUN IS "iF4.10" SEC.'
4590 1Ii/T10,"NAK CYCLES THROUGH TIMESIEP [iS,9,iia)
469' 496 FOflMAT(IHbT4I,"THIS IS A BLAST PROGLEM")
479a 590 FOR0MT(IHItT4B,"TIIS IS A SQUEEZE PROBLEM")
489a 699 FORKAT(IHIt149,"NO SUCH PROBLEM NUMBER a "413)
490a RETURN

599' END
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529: SUBROUTINE CONTROL IFLAG, TABLEtISTOP)
530: DIMENSION X(IgilhU(10l),Pil0IbiD(19I)aQ(101),FLAC(4)
549: 1,TABLEfi1BhCK(7)
5569- INTEGER FLAG
5614C----CALL TO SET INITIAL CONDiTIONS ---------------------......
570m IF(FLAG(4),EQ.l)
580:- ICALL BLAST(CAuIALPHlACAMMAINlwMD~iaRHOPOaXQUDTuCK)
5ilz - IF(FLAG(4).EO.21
660: 1 CALL SQUEEZE(CAIALPHAGAMMAN1,DK.RHOPiDtXvQUC2,DTCK)
410-- Nl=#
620:C ----LIST WIKIIAL CONUITIONS---------------------------------
630:- TINE:CK 12)
649: CALL ICOPYCXUPD.OFLAC(Z) aTIMEITABLEiCK)

669:- DO 15 ICTCLE=1,1F3
6714C----CALL TO ADVAN~CE ONE TIMESTEP----------------------------
6809: CALL HYDROIDtPXCUDXCA, IALPHARHOCAMMAN1 iDTTIMt1EFLAGC2)
6907C ----CALL TO SET SOUZDRY CONDITIONS AND !RACK SHOCK------------
700: IF(FLAG(4).E9.1)
719: ICALL EXPAND(CA.IALPHAwCAMHAtNtiMiDXtRHDPwDXOUDTCK)
7269: IF(FLAG(4) .EQ.Z)
739: 1 CALL CRS(~ILtAGM~~tD;Htiittt~~iK
746m TIM.E=CK(Z)
756zC ---- CALL 10 COPY REQUESTED TABLES------------------
769:- IF(TIMECE.TSTOP.OR.TIME.CE.TABLE(l))
770z ICALL COPY(XU'PDigiFLAG(?) i1IMEiIABLEiCK)
7804C----ABORT IF TIME LIMIT REACHED ----------------------------
799: IF(YIME.CE.TSTOP)RETURN
801=:C----CALL FOR REZONE IF REQUIRED----------------------------
B1g: IFtNI.LL.94.OR.FLAG(4).NE.l)GO TO 15
8202 CALL REZONE(ItUPDi0tDK1GAMMAICYCLEuTIMENlaRHO)
836t 15 CON7INUE
8464 -----CALL RESULTS AND ABORT PROGRAM IF CYCLE LIMIT REACHED ----
0509- CALL COYX~~~gFA(ZtI.iALiK
969: PRINTot"YOU REACHED THE CYCLE LIMIT OF "a ICYCLE
979:- PRINTfi"TIME IS "PTIME," SEC."1
9809: RETURN
899:- END

919: SUBROUTINE HYR(iitjilCiIHwAMitDpl~FAiZ
929' DIMENSION O(10lt)P(101)tI(1Bl~hQ(1V1hUt(I91)#FLAG(4)

930 1VC(ll1),VEL(191)
949: INTEGER FLAG

------- INITIALIZE LOCAL PARAMETERS----------------------
949: VEL(Ild
979:. 071:1.
989' 'N+C)o 99' F(FLAC.(4) .E9.Z1MN:119
19911- IF(M.LT.151N'15



; .I I
S161#=C -------- INITIALIZE HTDROMTIC TIME STEP ----------.. . ---------

,f1#26-- IF(NlNE,0IGO TO lIf

YCI 5V(I)=l,A

16S:z TFRAC:.1
1160a IF(FLA4(4).EQ.21Nl 95
1070' IF(FLAG(4).EQ.l)NHI=l
logo6 ICOUNT:f
1094m 10 ICOUNT:ICGUNT+I
1166: NSAVEtNt
laO: 15 CONTINUE
i120= DO 2e J=2H
1131- 1FiFLACI4).EQ.Z)GO TO 17
li4%C ------ COMPUTE GAS TIMESTEP PARA•ETER --------.---------------

1156. AO(j)I/(VG(JI4P(J))
1160t CC TO 18
1170: 17 CONTINUE
il$§:C ------- COMPUTE SOLID TINESTEP PARAMETER -........ -----
11993 V:1./(D(J)
1280c VRHO:I.IRHft
1Z16= Sm(CAMMA4,.Id,
1226= A=1,/m2.IS*P(JIV4(CZIVI*ZIRHIO;11,48)-Se(• 1t36= CZ'VeVRUlO"Z)IIVRHO-Se (YRHOVJ))•*3)
12z49c 10 CONTINUE
12564 ------ COMPUTE L'eCL TIMESTEP -------------------------------

1249: IF(A.LE.B.)CO TO 20
1700a DTJ:(X(J4I)-X(J) )TFRAC*SORT (A)
1286 C------- LOCATE MINIMUM 11MESTE -----------------------------
1191- l = IF(DTJ.LT.DT)DT=DTJ
13400 20 CONTIVUE
13•3• DO 25 1=21N
13204--C-.... COMPUTE NE9 CELL BOUNDARY VELOCI1T1ES ---------------
133ft X1(1I

• 1370:" TF(EL(1U-1)TIPI-VE PIIDTTI(K•(1)-I- )II COTO25*1

I 13&66C4 ---- CHECK CONVERGENCE VELOCITI OF CELL BOUNDARIES-----S~1370c TF(EL-IVLIIDL,5II-(-IIO ' 25

13061: TFRACTFRACf'.5
1394, PRINTI4" CONVERGENCE PROBLEMTFRACa"tIFRAC
14016 6O TO 15
1410: 25 CONTINUE
1426' DO 31 I:21W
1,4393, U(1I•rVELQ)|

14414 ---C- COMPUTE NEW CELL BOUNDARI POSITIONS ------------------
1451' a l)i11)lDTi(i)
1466' 36 COtl INlE
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1476 :C---- COMPUTE NEW DENSITIES AND SPECIFIC VOLUMES ....

1480a YRHO:1I./RHO

1590a VNEU:16.I~
1566: DOOT:N N-VOI
1510C-- CO T NE ISOITE-----------

1580: Q((14):24#CAXI(YNW4*L DI((4)-(
1596: VE-IF(U(II)U()E.)(I.

1600m IF(FLAC(4).EQ.I)GO TO 38
1610:C -----COMPUTE PRESSURES FOR SOLID----------------------
1620-- S:(GAHI1A+1.1/Z.
1639: YSYOLD:YRHO-St (VRHO-VOLDI
1649a YSVNEW:YRHO-S* (VRHO-VNE4)
1650: HPOLD:C24 (VRHO-YOLD) /VSVOLDj '2
166#: HPNEW=C24 (VRHO-VNEW) /VSVNEW*I2
1679' HIOLD:C2*( (VRHO-VOLDI IVSVOLDl"2I2.
16802 HINEW:C24((VRHO-VNEWI /VSV,ýEU)4.2/2.

171§r 12.'(VNEWiHP1JEW-VOLD'HPOLO)-2.4CAMNA*Q(1I.VDOT)/
1719: 2(2.#VNEU+GAMK~A*VDOT)
1726' CO 10 40

(1731: 38 CONT1NNUE
174#%C ---- COMPUTE PRESSURE USING VARIABLE CAMMA--------
1759$r ZlVCI-.
1769' PX:-(P(I)I(SIVOLD-YDOT(-2.iO(I)*VDOT)/ (S#VNEW+VD0T)
1779' EI:-EIA(P~iDCI)iRHOI
1799: VG(I):VGAMMA(EI,D(IhRHO)
1796x :.(CI-.
1806: P(I)s(P(I),(S.VOLU-VDOT)-Z.4Q(II'VDOT)/(S'VNEW4VDOTI
1816: 41 CONT1NUE

82C- LOCATE HEN SHOCK4 POSITION------------------------
13' NPSZNI+5

1849' NMS:NI-5

1866s IFCONAI.GT.OUI))CO TO 52
1879s. GMAXzQ(I)
1889'. NIZ!

19264 ---- HYDROMATIC TIMtE STEP CONTROL------------------

1931% IF(NSYE-N.EQ.OIRETURN

1989' END
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.2001c SUBROUTINE SQUEEZE(CAiLiCAMMAiNItDI•RHOtPoDiXoitUiC~iDTPCK)
2010-c DIMENSION P(Igi)iDtIII)tX(IOIIPO(lDII•U(10I)tCK(7)

2020- CA=4
213§=C ------ READ PROBLEM CEOMETRY,CAMHAvDENSITlvSOUND SPEED,
204f'C RADIUS OF METEL, WHD HASS OF HIGH EXPLOSIVE ----------
2050; READ4tLtCAKMARHOCRADIUStPRESS
2060a VRITE.tLCAKNARHOiCtRADIUStPRESS
20764 .-.... COMPUTE INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR PROBLEM ----------------
2080' DX:RADIUSIIO0.
2090t C2:C#I2
2160m PRINT#Dt"WDXa"illi AND C="tCZ
211:f PNORN=I..I4Eb
212C ------ ASSIGN SCALED VALUES TO PROBLEM ARRAYS ---------------
2130: DO 111211016
2140m U(1)=IGI)'0
2150' P(Ik:PNORN
2160= D(I)rRHO
2170- IF(I.EO.1)X(1)=0

!2180' IF(IG.CLI)II):'KCI-I)4D

21190 10 CONTINUE
2290C ------ INITIALIZE LOCAL PARAMETERS --------------------------
2210' NN4Nt=160
2220: OPOS=X(NI)
2230' TINIT:CYCLE:KFIFT!I:

( 2240' P(1609;PRESS
22530 RETURN
z2604C
2270- ENTRY CRUSH
2281=C ------- INPUT A CARD HERE FOR CONST APPLIED PRESSURE .......
229#=C-- CARD SHOULD READ (P(Ild=)PRES3) ----------------------
23100 IF(P(100).LT.PNORNIPIIOCI=PNORN
231taC ..---- RESET SEMETRIC U. C. AND ADVANCE TItlE ---------------
2320- ( X(1:U(I)=-m.
233f=C ------ TIME SHOCK PROGRESS FOR 50 ITERATIONS ................
2340' KFIFTTYKFIFTY+1
2350m TIMITxTIMIT+DT
2364C ------ COMPUTE OVERPRESSURE AND OVERDENSITY -----------------
2370=C ------ PLACE COMPUTED VALUFC IN CHECK (CK) ARRAY ............
2380' IP'NI
2390' CK(I =CYCLEaCYCI.E+I.
2400' CKt'ITINIME'TINE+DT
"2410' CK(3)=DT
2420c CK!4=IPOSallIP)
2430' PRAI'DNAWMVNAII.I•2446z N"54N1-5
2450' NPS'4145

2460a DO 20 i:NN54NP5*
2 411a IF(VMAX.LTU(I)lVhAX=UtI)
24001" IF{P(I),GTPMAl)PNAlvP(]I

S249fm IFI0III.GT.DMAIIDIIAXSD~ll
ZI" 21 CONTINUE
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21' CK(S) 'OP'-PHAX-PNORK
2520-- CK (6) :OD'DIIAX-RHO

23 C. COMPUTE NEW MATERIAL VELOCITY-----------
25460: CK(7):YNIAX
2550: IF(KFIF1T.LT.58)GO TO 41
2560' OPOS'-POS
.2570' TINIT:.KFIFTlI--
2580:C ---- WRITE CHECK VALUES EVERT 50 ITERATIONS-------------
2590:- WRITE(So206600HC()dii
2600m 40 CONTINUE
2610: 110 FORMAT(I100h"CORE Iý SOLID WITH "iGIO.2," OHS HE."oI)
2620: 2000 FORKAT(IXi"CYCLE:-"iF5.0i" T(SEC):"dIPE9.Z," OT(SEC):'"
2630: 10E.00" POS(CN):-"#E9.Zs," OP(DJCM**Z):-",E9.2,"O(/C;3:
2640: 24E9.20" NVEL(Ct1ISEC)m"iE9.2)
2650'- RETURN
2660' END
2670:-
2680a SUBROUTINE DLAST(CA.LCAM1KAiNitNDliHOPwDXOUDT.CK)
2690: DIMENSION P(11tIO)D~ltglh(10l),O(lfllhLt(101),CK(7)
27100: SCALEIXNOR~iXD):KNORNiYKT4i(l./3.).ID
2710-- CA:-4
27264 ---- READ YIELDiSCALIHC PARANETEMSAIJD PROBLEM GEOMIETRY--
27130: READ. ,THTiSPvSDtST

(2740:- L--3
2750' HRITE'tYKTiSPiSDpSTiL
27604C----COMPUTE INITIAL CONDITIONS USING SCALING LARS -------
2770: PNORMI¶'I.014E6*SP
2781;c CK(2)sTlNE'SC:ALE(-3.68E-5tST)
2790a PBLAST:I .SELOiSP
28101: DX'-SCALE(50. iSO)
2810: RIIO:1.293E-3*SD
2821a NI:?9
2830s OPOSC:XW1)
2840', PRINTI,"PNORN:",PNORN, PBLASTz"tPBLAST
2850:. PRINT.," TIME-z TIMEt " DX:",DX,' RHO:"iRHO," NIa"tNI
28664C-----ASSIGN SCALED VALUES TO PROBLEM ARRAYS-------------
2870: DO 19 121,1111
28090 Q(I)'-U(I)zI
28902 D(I);RNo

2120' IF(I.LE.NI)P(I)=PBLAST
293fit IF(I.G7.NU)PI)'-PNORNt
2940t 10 CONTIUE
29514C-----INITIALIZE LOCAL PARAMiETERS----------------------
2963' N'14
2970' TINITsCYCLE:KFIFTY:I
Mf80 RETURN
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Wo.": ENTRY EXPAND
3011:C ---- RESET SEMETRIC B. C. A~ND ADVANCE TIME--------------
3202: K(1):UCI):0e.
30304 ---- LOCATE NEW SHOCK POSITION --------------
3040a: IP:-NI
31564C----TIME SHOCK PROGRESS FOR 50 ITERATlONS--------------
3060. KFIFTYzHFIFTY+1
3078t TIM!T:TIK[T+DT
36804C----COMPUTE OVERPRESSURE A41) OVERVýNSITY --------------

39: PMAR:DMAX:VHAl:o.
31100: NM5:NI-5
3110: NP5:N1+5
3120: DO 20 I=Nh~iNP5
3:30c ir(u(I).CT.YMAX)VMAXK:U(I)
3149-- IF(P(I).CT.PMAX)PMA(%P(1)
3150:. IF(D(I).GT.DMAX)DMAI:D(I
3160a 20 CONTINUE
3179:- CK(5) :0P:PMAX.PNORM
3189: CK(6):-OBDDMAX-RHO
31964C----PLACE COMPUTED VALUES IN CHECK (CK) ARRAY ----------
3211p CK(1):-CYCLE:-CYCLE+I.
3210: CK(2)rTIME:TIME+DT
3220:- CK(3):-D7
3230: CK(4):-POS:XII.)
32402C-....COMPU7E NEU SHOCK MATERIAL VELOCI7TY-------------
32562 CK(7):-VNAX
3261-- IF(KFIF7Y.LT.59)GO TO 39
3271a OPOStpos
32810: TIMITtHFIFTY:l
32.91tC----WRITE CHECK VALUES EVERY 59 ITERATIONS-------------
3390:- URITE(8i2f000(CK(])I),1:17)
3310: URITE(20190) (CK(KhtKs1,7).
3329' 39 M:N1+5
3339s 109 FORMAT(21,"CYCLE:",E6.0," TIRE:',IPE9.3," DT:-"lE9.3,
3341: I" S POS0'0.EY30" 0 PRES:HE.30 0 DENS"E9.3t" S VErn"
3350a 2PE9.31
3360z 21906 FORMAT(Ils"CYCLE:-",5.P," T(SEC)04,PE9.2i" DT(SEC)s"
3379' 1,E7.9," POS(Cfl):",.2i" OPWlCMN.'Zk"tE9.2s" OB(G/CNII'3):-'
33841 24E910i MVEL(CH/SEC)z'"E?.2)
3399' RETURN
34906a END
3419:C SURUIERZNIPDDXGfAICCETE,1R0
3429' SBOTN EOEItiittlCnAPCC~TMolRO
3439. DIMENSION J(IIUU(I191),P(I01),D(Il93PUD(lI1,3),Q(101)
3441m NIsNI/2
3450a URITE(ti190)TIMEtICYCLE
3469' D 00I J407972

C)k l~~ll
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3489fC ---- COMPUTE GAMMAS------------------
3490: EIqJI1EIA(P(JhO),DJRHO)
35663: E1J2mEIACP(J+1)pD(J+1biRHU)
3510: AGAM3-:VCAHM1AtEJIi,(J) ,RHO)
35,21t DGAMAmYGAMMA(EIJ2tO(J41),RHO)
3530:C ----- COMPUTE MASS AND NEW DENSITY ----------
3540a XHJI:D(Jli(X(J+I)#*3-flJ)#*3)
3550t XI:(+)((JZ,3XJ1I3

3580:C ------- COMPUTE OLD CELL CENTERLD VELOCITY------------

3616zC --------COMPUTE OLD ENERGIES (KENETICt INTERNALi TOTAL)
3621z EKJI:-UJ1142/2.
3630r: EKJZzUJZI*Zl2.
36413: EIJI:P(Jl/((AGANA-1.I*D(J))
3653: EIJZ;P(J+I)/((BCAMA-1.)4D(J+1))
3661a ETJI:-ERJI4EIJI
,1670-- ETJ2:EHJ2+EIJ2
36864 -------- COMPUTE NEW TOTAL ENERGY---------------------
36969- ETI1:(XtlJ~IETJ14XHJ2*ETJ2)/XHII
37064 ........ COMPUTE MOMENTUM ----------------------------

3730a PUOlIl2):-(l"OPJI+XKO"Jz)/XmII
3749. KNONIIZXNMU;PUD(Ilz)
375#:C --------COMPUTE MNE KENETIC AND INTERNAL ENERGY -----
3761z EKII1-PUO(IvZ~llZ/Z.
3771a ElIII'E1I-EKIl
37814C--------COMPUTE NEW PRESSURE --------------------------
3796t GAMMA:VYGAMMAIElIIPUD(I t3) RIIO)
3899: PUD(I,1):EII1*(CArMA-1.)iPUO(i,3I
3813:C ---- BYPASS LENGTHY REZONE PRINTOU'I----------------------......
3821m IF(NI.GI.111GO TO If
36339 WRITE(2,ZOI)X(J),UJ1,PiJbiD(J),KXJI1iXIOMJ1,ETJ1,EKJiEIJI
3849' WRITE(2,201)X(Js1),UJZ,P(J41),o(4*1),XMJZ,XMOM4ZETJZEKJZE!.J2

369:z 19 CONTINUE
36714 --------ASSIGN YELOC17TY FOR CENTER AND RESET D1...
38813 PUD(112):3o
3399: BI:2.40%
39012C ------- STORE HEN VALUES IN PROGRAM ARRAYS-------------
3913:, DO 23 I'1i41
1921, J*Z'I-1
3939:, X(I)zxIJ)
3943a P(I)*PUD(1,1)

3963: IF(I.EQ.l)GOTO 23



39701C - -------- COMPUTE NEW BOUNDARY VELOCITIES ----------------
39801 U(I):(PUD(I-1,1+PUD(ItZ))/2.
3990: 20 CONTINUE
4#90=C ------- D DEFINE VALUES FOR UPPER HALF OF ARRAYS -----------
44190 DO 25 I:50061,
4929: K(I):X(I-1)+DI

4939: U(I):Q(I):4
4949: P(I):P(ICI)

4050- D(II:D(1S1I
4960: 25 CONTINUE
4074C ------- COMPUTE NEU VISCOSITY ------------------------------
4980: DO 30 I=1,504#99: QiI):8.ID(I)I(U(II4)-U(I))IIZ

4100: IF(U(I1I+)-U(II.CE.0OQ(I)zg
4110t 30 CONTINUE
4120C ------- SET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS -------------------------
4139: U(1):X(1):0
4140= P(I):P(2)
4150: 0(1)=O(2)

4179: 100 FORMAT(1HIT20"RElONE TIME % "C9.3,' IIERATION NUMBER ",17,
4180: Il/IllT4, POSITION ,TISo "VELOCITY" ,T02, sPRESSURE" ,T46, "DENSITY",
4190- 2T92,"MASS"tT74,"NOMENTUM",T8O"rT ENERGY"JTI02i"K ENERGY",
42960 3T116,"1 EIIERGY",IT7,"CH",TI9,"ChISEC",T33,"DICHf3",
4210:m 4T46,"G/CM*43'.T63,"CM" 176"V'-SEC" 191 "ERC/G" T105, "ERG/C",
4220= 5TII9,"ERGIC"iIIfI
4230: 200 FORMAT(3X,(C9.3,SX))
4241: 250 FORMAT(51i9(G9.353X)II)
4250: RETURN
4260: END
4270:
4280: FUNCTION EIAIP0fRHO )
4290:CC ------ QUESS GAIRMA MINUS ONE -----------------------------
4300: CHI:.28
4316: DO 30 1:1,10
4329C -------- COMPUTE AN INTERNAL ENERGY ----------------------
433i" .EImPI{Cmfol;*I

4341'C --------- COMPUTE A NEW GAMMA MINUS 6NE -------------------
4350: CNIVGANMA(EI,DiRHO)-l.
4364C -------- COMPUTE A PRESSURE ------------------------------
4370: PZ:GNIIDiEI
4381:C -------- COMPARE PRESSURES --------------------------------
4390: IF(ABS(P-PZ).LE,•OIePICTO0 46
4414C -------- GAMMA IS CORRECT WHEN THE PRESSURES 3CREE -------
4411- 39 CONTINUE
4426z PRINT*,"Im"lI
44301 46 EIAtEI
4441s RETURN
44591 END
446#2



4470im FUNCT1D?4 VCAM¶MA(EIrDvRH0)
4480-C ------- HUFF ROUGH VARIABLE GAMMIA COMPUTATION ---------
4490:- EIE:-EI/I.Eig
4500: IF(EIE.GT..13151G0 TO 10
4510:- CMONE:.3981
4520:- GO TO 311
4530l: 10 CONTINUE
4540:- IFfEIE.GT.I.)GO TO 20
4550: CHONE:-.0399.(EIE-.1315)1124.3981
456Ir GO TO 301
4570= 20 CONTINLUE
4580- CHONE:.164.&Z4/(2.4EIE)

45904 ------- ADJUJSTMENT FOR DENSITY----------------------
4600: RHOZ:-DIRHD
4610:- EL:ALOGl0(EIE)
4620:- ALPIIA:-.1177fEL- .S2I8fELii24.0035IELif34.0002iELli4
4630:- GMONE:GIIDNE*RI4OZi*ALPHA
4640: 30 VGAMIA:CMONE+L.
4650% RETURN
4660: END
4670:-
4680: SUBROUTINE COPY(XUPDOFLAGTIHETABLEiCKI
4690:- DIMENSION X(101),U(101),P(101),D(101),Q(l01):IABLE(10)
4700:- 1,CKC7)

14710:- INTEGER FLAG
4720:%C------RESET CALLING PARAMETERS----------------------
4730:- FLAG:FLAG-1
4740:- DO 10 1:1,9
4750: 10 TABLE(I):TABLE(I+1)
4760:- lF(FLAG.LT.0TADLEil):I000.
4770:C --------WRITE INFORMATION ON LOCAL FILE (FILES) ---------
4180: ENTRY ICOP?
4790: WR!TE(7,1il0JOT1HE,(X(I),U(I),P(I),D(I),2(I),l-:1,01)
4rqfg: NRITE(7v2000) CK(KhtK:1,7)
4810= VRITE(20i101)TIME
4820: CALL PLOTSMXiPil101I
4830-: VRITE(2,2006) CK(KbK:I,7)
4840: URITE(Zo1020)TIME

*4850: CALL PLOTSt1(XD1000)
4869:c WRITE(2v2000)(CK(H),X:1,7)
4870: NRITE(ZoI06I)TIME
48803 CALL PLOTSMH(~IU10)

4890: NRITE(2v200h) CK(K) ,K:lt7)
4900:- WRITE(29IO301TIMEI
49101. CALL PLOTSM(XG14#10J)
4920:- WRITE(?,2006H CK(K)hKxIr7l
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4930- 1000 FORMAT(lI,"TIME ISý'iF9.5,"SEC",lfT7t"POSITION",T22
4940: I i"YELOC IT ViT37,"PRESSURE'T1521 "DENS 1TY',T&70YI SCOS IT Y"
49S#: 2,l,9, (CH)1" J220 (fM/ SEC) 0 I~37tI9 (DfCH*'2)"#T51,"(GCICf*'3

4970: 1001 FORMAT(1HbiT40i"VELOCITITCM/SEC) VS POSITION(CM) AT TIME i
4989: 111PEI0.31" SEC")
4990: 1010 FORMAT(ililI T401'PRESVSURE(flICM"2Z) VS POSITIDN(CM) AT TIME:
5000: 1,1PE10.3i" SEC")
50109: 1020 FORMAT(1H1,T40,"DENSITY(GICM"f3) YS POSITION(CM) AT TIME
5020:- 11PE10.3t" SEC")
5030= 1030 FORMAT(liIlbT40,"Y1SCOSITflD/Cfl4Z2) VS POSITION(CM) AT TIME.=:
5049:- 1v1PEl0.30" SECt')
5059: 2000 FORMAT(11,"CYCLE:"iF5.0vl" T(SEC:'u,1PE9.Z," DT(SECW'
5069: 14E7.00" POS(CMI):"wE9,29" OP(DICH#fZ):',E

5060: 1,E7.ft" PGS(CM):"iE9.2," OP(D/CMf1Z1:"wE9.Zi" ODCC/CN;43):"'
5079: 20E.20" KVEL(CMISEC):",E9.?)
5080= RETURN
5090: END
5100:
5110:- SUBROUTINE PLU1SM(XiYtN)
5120:- DIMENSION X(Oh(100)tY(l6 ll00140)tWL(40)
5130:- NP1:N41

(5140: DATA SLSiOiT~OiLNKI/I~lil~' ll
5150:- IMAX:-X(N+1I
5160:- YMXYI:
5170:- DO 10 I:11N
5180:- IF(Y(I).CT.YMAXIYMAX:TY(t)
5190: IF(YCI).LT.YMINlVHIN=YlI)
5210: 19 CONTINUE
52109: YOYER:YllAX-Y (100)
52209- DO 20 1=11100
5230c D0 O 20Jm1,40
52409: W(I1J) BLANK
5259: lF(l.EQ.1)W(IPJ):-SLASH
5260: lF(J.EO.20lU(IJl):DOT
52709: H(10,20):W(Z02Ok2)W(30,20):H(40i20):UW(50P20):W(99,20):"0"I
5280: H6,0:(02)II0ZJ1(02)U10Z:0
5290:- M012040U(81201,01I0

5310-- W(V9,20):3"
5320-, M(39i29):"4"

5346s U(59,'LO):,,V
5350t W(6920)0711
5360: W09920):411
5370s 41189 v20)0,91,C5380: 20 CONTINUE
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5390= SCALE:YMAX/20.
5400= STORE:-IMtN/?0.
5410: IF(SCALE.LT.STORE)SCALE:STORE
5420: DWHX~t /5.
5430: SCALE:SCALE+.11')CALE
5440:c GIIAX:Z0.4SCALE
5450-- 0O 30 1:1,21

540 STORE=IMISCALE
5480c K=21-1
5490m L-19+1
5500: WL(Lh:-STORE
5510: HL(K):STORE
5520: 30 CONTINUE
5530:- 00 40 1:1,26,5
5540:- J*:4*(1-1)

5560:- WL(1):XIIDX
5570c 40 CONTINUE
5580: BUXWMAX/ 100. I
5570: DO 50 1:1,N
5605= 00 44 K:ItN
5,610: XK:-K
5620:- IF(XCI).GT.XKIDXX-CIKIZ..ANID.X(Il.LE.XK1011401X/Z.)GO TO 45
5630z 44 CONTINUE
5640c 45 CONTINUE
5650:- 00 50 J:tt4g
5660: JI:-
5670: 1J:J
5680:- IF((CMAX-XJHi'SCALE.GT.T(1)).AIJD. (CIAX-XJ'SCALE

5690:- l.LE.Y(!)))Y(XoJh=OH
570:= 50 CONTINUE
5710:- RIJTE42i100IXHAKYMA1sYHItYOYER
5720: 0:5
5730:- WRITE(2,Z00GCflA
5740:- 00 60 J:j106
5750: IF(J.EO.K)CO TO 55
5760:- YRITE(Zv400l(U(1,J)vI:lvNI
5770:- GO TO 69
5780: 55 t(:K+5
5790: URITE(2,ZSOIUL(JhCU(WIJJ)I:1,N)
5800: 60 CONTINUE
5810: VRITE(Zi300) (WL(I),I--l,26t5)
5820: 190 FORMAT(J//YT30i"THIS PLOT HAS XMAI:- "tIPE11.3,",THAKS
5930: 1,EIO.300MYIN:- "iEIO.3t AND I OVER-m "oElg.3pIfi)
5840v 290 FORNAT(%XGIO10.3?,0fl1)
5850s 300 FORMAT 0/1i~Tl4tbfPE10.3 101))
5940: 400 FORMAT(17XiIOOAL)
5975: RETURN

588o' END
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x F

User's Guide for IlUrFF

This appendix describes the data card input, the scope control

cards, and selecting the output when operating program HUFF. The data

card input will be presented first followed by a discussion of the scope

control cards. The last sectioLa will discuss the typet, of output avail-

able to the user.

Data Cards for HUFF

HUFF is programmed to solve two types of problems. The first type

of problem is the nuclear blast in air and the second type involves the

compression of solid materials with a constant applied pressure. Both

(• problems require amn input of three data cards. The first two data cards

establish the parameters used in operating the programs and will be dis-

cussed first. The last card is the problem defining card and has a for-

mat based on the type of problem. All the data is read by HUFF with a

list directed format allowing the user maximum flexibility in defining

the input numbers.

Parameters. The two input cards defining the program parameters

are as follows:

1. Card 1 - FLAG (2), FLAG (3), FLAG (4), TSTOP. This card con-

tains the input flags defined as follows:

FLAG (2) is an integer representing the number of result

times listed on card 2.

FLAG (3) is aw integer representing the maximum number of

Stime step iterations. The program will stop if it reaches
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this many iterations.

FLAG (4) is an integer representing the type of problem to be

solved

I for a problem in air

2 for a problem in a solid

TSTOP is the maximum problem time allowed. The program will

stop if it reaches this time. Results for this time will be

plotted in addition to those requested on Card 2.

2. Card 2 - TABLE (1), TABLE (2), ... , TABLE (FLAG(2)). This card

lists the requested result times. A maximum of 10 times can be

requested due to the dimension of the array TABLE.

Problem Defining Card. This is the third and last input card needed

to define the problem. The blast problem will be discussed first followed

( by the compression problem.

1. Card 3 - YKT, SP, SD, ST is the problem defining card for the

blast problem. The variables are defined as follows:

YKT - Yield of the blast in kilotons.

SP, SD, ST - Altitude scaling factors from Table I on page 15

of the text.

2. Card 3 - L, GAMMA, RHO, C, RADIUS, PRESS are the problem de-

fining variables for the compression problem. These variables

are defined as follows:

- Problem geometry factor

1 - f.ctangular geometry

2 - Cylindrical geometry

3 - Spherical geometry
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GAMMA - Gruneisen ratio for the solid

RHO - Normal density of a solid

C - Normal density sound speed in the solid

RADIUS - Uncompressed radius of the solid

PRESS - Pressure applied in the problem by the
outer cell

The pressure in the compression problem can be applied throughout

the problem solution by including the card (P(100)=PRESS) after ENTRY

CRUSH in subroutine SQUEEZE. If this fortran card is not included,

the pressure will be applied only in the initial conditions corresponding

to an impulse pressure. A comment card is included at the proper loca-

tion in subroutine SQUELZE to identify this option.

Scope Control Cards for HUFF

SThis section presents the scope control cards necessary to execute

the HUFF program at AFIT. The sequence of control cards used will depend

on what the user plans to do with the program and its results. A number

of options will be discussed and explained to provide flexibility for

the user.

Permanent File. To place HUFF on permanent file and execute a pro-

gram simultaneously, the following control cards are necessary:

job,T200.problem
REQUEST,HUFF,*PF.
COPYBR,INPUT,HUFF.
REWIND,1UFF.
CATALOG,HUFF,RP-999.
R)EWIND,HUFF.
FTN,I-HUFF.
LGO.
7/8/9
HUFF DECK
7/8/9
DATA Cards for HUFF
7/8/9
6/7/8/9 (orange Card)
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After IIUFF is on permanent file, the following control cards can

be used:

job,T200.problem
ATTACII,HJFF.
FTN,IwHUFF.
LGO.
7/8/9
DATA Cards for HUFF
7/8/9
6/7/8/9 (Orange Card)

Single Operation. The following cards use HUFF to solve a single

problem without using a permanent file:

job,T200 ,problem
FTN.

7/8/9

HUFF PROGRAM

DATA for HUFF
7/8/9
6/7/8/9 (Orange Card)

Listing Local Files. HUFF writes all the plotted information and

summary information on local files called FILES and REVIEW respectively.

The following cards will route a listing of the local files to the

printer:

job,T200 .problem
FTN.
LGO.
REWIND ,FILES.
ROUTE ,FILES,TID=BB,DC=PR,FID-job.
REWIND , REVIEW.
ROUTE, REVIEW,TID=BB,DCmPR,FID-job.
7/8/9
HUFF PROGRAM
7/8/9
DATA
7/8/9
6/7/8/9 (Orange Card)

Save Local Files. To save local files on a permanent file, the

following cards are necessary
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job,T200 .problem
Request,lfn,*PF.
FTN.
LGO.
PREWIND,lfn.
CATALOG ,lfn,1RP-999.
7/8/9
HUFF PROGRAM
7/8/9
DATA for HUFF
7/8/9
6/7/8/9 (Orange Card)

There are many more combinations available in using scope cards to

run a program. The above listings should provide sufficient examples

to operate the program.

HUFF Output. A large amount of useful information is generated

during a problem so3ution. This information is easily analyzed if it

is presented in graphic form. However, if a more detailed analysis of j
the results is required, a tabular output may be preferred. For this

reason, a variety of outputs are generated by HUFF. A tabular form of

all the results is placed on a local file called FILES, a summary of

the parameters of the problem is placed on a local file called REVIEW

and all the information is plotted on the output file by subroutine

PLOTSM.

Plot routines using DISSPLA or CALCOMP can also be used with HUFF

by replacing subroutine PLOTSM with the desired plot routine. If FILES

and REVIEW are placed on a permanent file, selected data can be read

from these files and plotted, after examing the results displayed on

the output file, without reexecuting the entire program.
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